Introduction
One of the common reasons for bringing children to the speech clinic is a lack of speech, or an extremely slow development of the speech process. The diagnosis of these defects in speech must necessarily be based on an understanding of the several causes which may be responsible for the existing condition. The speech clinic at the University of Pennsylvania, under the direction of Dr. Edwin B. Twitmyer, has suggested that there are at least five specific reasons why a child does not learn to talk. These are (1) deafness, (2) negativism, (3) amentia, (4) anatomical defect of the mechanism required to produce speech, and (5) defect due to brain injury. It Conditions at the birth of Albert were reported normal. At nine months he had suffered severely from double pneumonia, from which the running ears developed. At eleven months he walked, however; at sixteen months he "jabbered," or first used speech of any kind. At two years he was clean. When he was about three and a half, tonsils and adenoids were removed, and at some later time, the boy had three abscessed teeth removed; perhaps this operation was connected in some way with the fact that in one of his tussles with the younger brother he had two of his incisors "knocked out."
On the disappearance of the mother, a grandmother of the children took the younger boy into her home, but Albert she refused to provide for because he was "different." He was accordingly placed with a child helping agency, and subsequently, in a foster home of good standing. Here he "caused much trouble?showed terrific fear, was stubborn, whined, cried, spit at visitors, broke all toys, etc. He was afraid of the dark, afraid to go to bed, to bathe, or to go to the toilet. When he was thus terrified he masturbated (but) this condition cleared up. He showed no affection for anyone, spit at anyone who tried to kiss him. He ran into the street deliberately, annoyed children by pushing sticks into their velocipedes." He threw toys at visitors (including one from the social agency), threw objects at a lamp until he broke it, scratched furniture with his finger nails, and destroyed pictures on the wall. All this was reported by the social worker who placed the child. We had reason later to believe that although Albert misbehaved frequently while in his first foster home, he was particularly bad when this individual was near him. Perhaps the vivid account of his misdeeds was penned by her originally. An attempt at placing Albert in a second foster home was for a time unsuccessful but in a short time in this home his behavior underwent a complete transformation. He "showed no fear of anything in the house, played normally with other children, exhibited nothing but an extremely amiable disposition, was much embarrassed if he broke anything by accident, and learned to talk." Up to the time when he left the first foster home he had 110 speech. All The purpose in presenting these three cases is not in any sense to give a complete picture of the child who is brought to the speech clinic and referred for continued observation in clinic teaching. We have taken three clinical pictures and sought to trace out the differential aspects of each. The first, Raymond, was a child obviously retarded because of infection or cerebral injury, for whom the prognosis was poor. The second case, Sam, was born into a family handicapped mentally and emotionally, whose retardation was complicated, and for whom prognosis was uncertain. The third case, Albert, came to us because of a general retardation and because his educational future was complicated by extremely deficient hearing. We did not feel at the end of the term that we could properly recommend a course for Albert at that time, unless it was for further teaching in the clinic. The prognosis for his case was, therefore, uncertain, though we felt it to be better than for either of the other cases presented here.
